EDITORIAL
Welcome back, comrades! Once again, we find ourselves at the beginning of a new and prosper- ed school year. For the Fresh, an exciting year ahead is of you. As for us, fact fans, they even read you like you all be stinkin' here for another year too.
This past summer has been quite an exciting one. In the past few months, the world has wit more into the Toike Oike! I just can’t believe it. Anybody with the last name “McCarthy.”
Friends, the newspaper you hold in your hands is just a part of the means of production, as well as a social, economic and political force.

What happens in the Toike Oike is transmitted to the masses through the means of mass com- munication. The Toike is a member of Canadian University Press.

What is the Toike? The Toike Oike is a student-run newspaper that serves the people, the students of the University of Toronto.

COLOPHON
The Toike Oike is summoned each month by means of ritual sacrifice. Following the ceremony in which our writers ingest copious amounts of alcohol, the Toike is brought to you, the people, as a gift.
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**THE TOIKE OIKE PISENT: SOUVEN FAIRY TALES**

**LITTLE RED GOLDILOCKS AND THE ‘THREE CAPITALIST BEARS’**

walked to the front door and let herself in as if she owned the cottage, which according to People’s Republic of Far Away law, she did (in cooperation with every other inhabitant of the People’s Republic of Far Away, she did, in cooperation with every other inhabitant of the People’s Republic of Far Away law, she did, in cooperation with every other inhabitant of the People’s Republic of Far Away law, she did, in cooperation with every other inhabitant of the People’s Republic of Far Away law, she did, in cooperation with every other inhabitant of the People’s Republic of Far Away law, she did).

It quickly became clear to Goldilocks that the inhabitants of the cottage were not home, so she set out to find some food for herself. Her search led her to the kitchen, where on the table sat three bowls of porridge. One was very large, one was very small, and one was right in the middle. This troubled Goldilocks a great deal. She searched through the cupboards to find another bowl, and redistributed the porridge so that all four bowls contained the same amount. Then she ate one of the bowls for herself and left the remaining three on the table. She was very full, and very comfortable.

Suddenly, the front door of the cottage opened and three bears walked in: a Papa bear, a Mama bear, and a baby bear. Papa Bear was very big, Baby Bear was very small, and Mama Bear was right in the middle.

“Hello,” Goldilocks said brightly. “Welcome home! While you were out, I redistributed the porridge to reflect a more egalitarian worldview and then ate my portion.”

Papa Bear looked very angry. “You ate our porridge!”

“No,” Goldilocks said patiently. “I ate some porridge, yes, but it did not belong to you. It belonged to all of us.”

“But what is my family supposed to do now?” he asked. “In my son’s bowl there is enough porridge to feed him for three days, in my wife’s bowl there is just enough to feed her for one meal, and in my meal there isn’t enough for even one meal. That isn’t fair at all.”

“But we’re all equal,” Goldilocks explained, “so we should all get equal amounts of porridge.”

“We may all be morally equal,” said Papa Bear, “however the fact remains that we all have different needs,” Mama Bear said. “This brand of com- munion ignores the fundamental diversity of humanity and sac- rifices equity for an inherently flawed system.”

“Exactly,” Baby Bear agreed. “While capitalism is an extremely flawed system, at least it is less vulnerable to this optimism that is too easily corrupted by virulent blindness. Capitalism at least ac- knowledges that it leaves behind. Communism not only fails everyone save for those who were in positions of power before regime change, but refuses to admit that shortcoming.”

Goldilocks smashed her bowl down on the table and prepared to argue her case, however she was interrupted and subsequently eaten by Papa Bear, who was very hungry due to the fact that he had eaten only half of his reg- ular dinner. Communism works best, all after, when your constitu- ents aren’t hungry.

**History Repeats**

Throughout the history of friendly inter-school competition, the grand prix has always been to steal a rival school’s mascot. Canadian engineering schools feature such mascots as our very own Mighty Skule Cannon, the Queens Grease Pole, the recently liberated Ryerson Ram, and of course, the Wa- terloo Tool. Amidst much scandal and debate, the Waterloo Tool was recently liberated for the first time in over 50 years. These pictures chronicle it’s adventures at Skule.

**The Tool Goes to Class**

**Chemist Trips on Acid and Drops the Base**

Drop Reportedly Dirty, Griny, Lab Floor a Mess and in Need of Clean

**Bryce Beck**

**WALLBERG BUILDING**

Four beerakers of phosphoric acid, high handedly placed on a lab floor in the Wall- berg building, was all it took for the Magnetic Man to nearly pass out from nausea, ready on thin ice with the faculty and a potted lotus flower, in horror as the Flying Lotus Machine. He claims innocence for the accident and cites Over- work as the cause, as he had been working all Day N Nite and had barely been keeping his energy up by drinking a Scary amounts of Monsters and washing it down with some Nice Sprites.

“Maybe I won’t Get Lucky next time, my heart nearly had a Massive Attack,” cited Zedd, “I wish I caught a video for my In- ternet Friends.”

Fortunately, Zedd was rushed to urgent care and survived the wound. The last thing he recalls is getting distracted by the Pretty Lights over by Florence And The Machine. He claims innocence for the accident and cites Over- work as the cause, so he had been working all Day N Nite and had barely been keeping his energy up by drinking a Scary amounts of Monsters and washing it down with some Nice Sprites.

“Maybe I won’t Get Lucky next time, my heart nearly had a Massive Attack,” cited Zedd, “I wish I caught a video for my In- ternet Friends.”

Fortunately, Zedd was rushed to urgent care and survived the wound. The last thing he recalls is getting distracted by the Pretty Lights over by Florence And The Machine.
Athletic Centre to Introduce Nude-Only Hours

Speedo-Wearers Notice No Difference

by Thomas O’Malley

“Let’s get real: swimming just abductor machine as well.”

people to get fit, but hopefully encourage a wider range of program hours will not only Brunny”, said an overweight athletes and bouncers from the Education has made the of Kinesiology and Physical

by R.E. Beck

On May 13, 2013, the lives of over a million citizens were irreparably altered in what is now being naturally labelled as the worst trauma of the year. Just moments away from victory, 3 Bostonians, P. Bergeron, M. Lucic, and N. Horton, exploded in front of a crowd of people with a burst of energy scoring a goal in under 16 minutes and knocking the Toronto Maple Leafs out of the NHL Playoffs.

Thousands upon thousands of citizens indelibly suffered severe heart wounds and were sent to bed feeling pretty down about it. The Toronto streets were littered with bodies wanking back home from the pub carrying their crushed expectations and injured sense of pride.

Now, four months later, the citizens of Toronto have decided to come together to remember this horrific catastrophe.

“Toronto simply does not forget international tragedies of this scale,” said citizen Mary Williams. “We live in a world easily distracted, constantly absorbing the most recent news developments and forgetting the old ones. This was an attack on the innocent though. It was an attack on freedom and peace. Toronto will not forget this, we will always remember and we will always preserve.”

“The worst part of this is that the ones it hurt most were the ones who worked the hardest”, stated resident Colin Parker. “It was the ones that were so close to the end, and so close to victory.”

Boston citizens, on the other hand, were thrilled to have made the comeback and said that it was a great boost to morale after some other sad thing that happened in the city about a month before.

Four Months Later, Toronto Remembers Boston Tragedy

“We Were Up 4-1 Dammit!” Cry Devastated Onlookers

by Thomas O’Malley

This Fall on ABC

STYENY, AUSTRALIA

Last Friday, Perth resident David O’Toole celebrated his 27th birthday and made history, all in one go. O’Toole is now the oldest Australian-born Australian resident in the entire history of the country, an achievement which Australian Prime Minister Rudd, 20, immortalised by calling for a national holiday to be named after O’Toole.

“Uncommon for Australians to live beyond the age of 25, or 26 in some cases,” says professor Jillian Kahn of the University of Queensland. Dr. Kahn has been a professor at the university since receiving his PhD in sociology two years ago, at the age of eight.

A press release distributed by O’Toole’s lawyer included a statement from O’Toole that recorded his longevity to a careful avoidance of the outdoors. “Every step taken on Australian soil is a risk,” the statement read. “I fully believe I have lived this long by avoiding all possible encounters with snakes.”

“O’Toole’s” belief that he is alive because he rarely leaves the house is entirely plausible.

Dr. Kahn agreed. “The average Australian walks hundreds through five miles of the outback on their commute to work. It’s a dangerous place to live, and work, and snakes have a lot to do with that.”

Nine of the world’s ten most dangerous snakes live and hunt in the Australian outback, and 99.9% of all deaths in Australia are snake-related (the remaining 0.01% are credited to dingo-related causes).

“O’Toole” seems unsure with the scheduling change. “People all over the country are always checking the athletic centre’s patrons. Other current AC users

Australian Man Lives to Age 27

National Holiday is Called

concerned with the

The spokesperson said that the changes could also be expected to increase the number of elderly men and women

Pictured above: Try our new new to special fall spring

This month will bring
time... This month.

Leather, Your precocious belief
to the clock. That’s cute.

It is an attempt to diversify the user group at the Athletic Centre, the Faculty of Kinesiology and Physical Education has made the groundwork decision this week to introduce Nude-Only program hours on the basis of encouraging a wider range of athletes to train at the facility.

“We were finding that the only people who were ever in the Athletic Centre were the Varsity athletes and bouncers from O’Toole,” said an overweight athletes and bouncers from the Education has made the of Kinesiology and Physical
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